In this 4.0 era, digital technology and information system technology have integrated with teaching media and tool. From previous studies,Google Classroom is one of technologies whichhas been implemented inScience, Social Science, and Engineering Departments of Higher Institution. Based on PEOU and PU, the resultsare satisfying. Unfortunately, there weren't any studies that showwhether
Introduction
In this 4.0 era, technologies develop in a form of digital and information system. There are many options widely open to choose which technology is takenbased on the need and aims. The used of these advanced technologies has reached many sectors, including education-schools and higher institutions (Hamiti and Reka 2012; Cavus 2015) . Teaching media and tool have developed integratedly with those technologies. Since technologies used in a classroom cannot be apart from teacher's role, there is no reason for higher institutions in Indonesia not taking advantage on the innovation, especially when it is provided free.
Living this era,teachersmust spend additional time and efforts to understand technologies which keep coming (Lin and Jou 2012) . They must be aware with the update. Many trainings, workshops, courses, seminars in education is booming now, and all of the topic is related to digital and system information technologies. Kerimbaeva, 2014; Budaghyan, 2015) . Autoditact learning is also possible since online tutorials are available and free.
These digital technologies and system information technologies are used not only for science, social science, and engineering class, but also for language class. One of popular teaching technologies used by teachers is Google Classroom, which is a free application of Google. As a Learning Management System (LMS), it helps the teacher organizing the class. Not only universities that have applied Google Classroom, but also schools (Ballew, 2017&Dicicco 2016 From the researches, Google Classroom was impemented in Science and Social Science field. Shaharanee, Jamil, and Rodzi(2016) applied it in Data Mining Subject of Decision Sciences Program, while Wijaya(2016) applied Google Classroom in Industrial Engineering, Computer Science and Information System in STT Musi. Al-Maroof and Al-Emran(2018) applied it in different departments which are social science at Al Buraimi University College (BUC) Oman. By using Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), the three studies show that there is a satisfaction in the perceived ease of use (PEOU) and perceivedusefulness (PU). It means that there is a better understanding of the effectiveness of using Google classroom by their students.
Google Classroom brings positive research result to science, social science, and engineering department, but none is conducted in Language department. Therefore, a research was carried out in English Department to find out whether Google Classroom also brings positive result to the teaching learning process. . It was done in English Technical Writing class, specifically in English Business Letter Writing. To find out the result of Google Classroom implementation, LMS was used.
Method
This research is a descriptive qualitative research. It was held in English Business Writing class. There were two classes taken as the samples. They are class 2A which consists of 25 students and class 2B which consists of 29 students. These parallel classes were taught by the same teacher. The research was conducted in a class, where the teacher got one computer with internet access and each student got a computer, headset, free internet access. The research was conducted for one semester. The data was gotten from observing the process of learning using Google Classroom by using the field note. List of questions were made for interviewing the teacher and for asking the students.
For analyzing the data, the feature of Learning Management System -as seen in table 1-was used as the indicator to find out feature of LSM in Google Classroom which was applied in English Business Writing class. The result of the data was analyzed descriptively. The guidance of students in the direction of education The delivery of knowledge of to students in various forms, such as word, word, power-point, flash, video, audio, and so on The ability of students to do interactive applications, Assessment of students via homeworks and examinations Delivery of the results to students, Communication between student-student ve student-teacher (e.g. discussion boards, chat, e-mail etc.), Interaction between student-lesson content registration process scheduling class management keeping records for students, teachers, and system (i.e. logs) entering the examinations and keeping record of the results collecting the homeworks grade keeping student tracking tracing student attendance records Reporting students seeing their own education times distributing e-learning contents on-line, and sharing knowledge and ideas
Finding
Google Classroom was conducted in two paralle classes named class 2 A and class 2B as shown in picture 1. By using this LMS, all instructions given by the teacher ran effectively and efficient. It hapens since Google Classroom provides the facility where the teacher only writes down one work for a class and it can be shared easily to another classes. Since the two classes were taught by the same English teacher and used the same syllabus, Figure 1 . Google Classroom Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 301 In the process of using Google Classroom in the classroom, it can be seen that the students have understoof the function of it. It, studentsthe students understood theuse of Google Classroom is for education. The way teacher teaches using Google Classroom and the way students' deal with Google Classroom guide how education is runninv g through technology.
In teaching English Business Writing, the teacher taught types of letter such as inquiry letter, order letter, aggressive response letter, negative response letter, and complaint letter. All the given topics are arranged just the same as the syllabus made by the teacher, as seen in picture 2. Therefore, the teacher can track the lesson which have been taught or lesson that has been left behind. To understand more about the topics, the teacher inserted materials from selected file, link, youtube. The materials were taken from uptodate sources and accessed easily by the students. The sample is seen in picture 3. In giving the assignment, the teacherused Google Classroom. The assigments were divided into task submitted on the class hour and task as a homework. By using this tool, working hours was set up. The students were taught time management. The teacher arranged date and time the due of the task (picture 4). Google Classroom helped the teacher by showing students who have submitted their tasks and students who have not submitted their task.During that one semester, most of the students submitted the task on time or in time. For students who did not submitt, usually the factor was internet connection which sudenly dropped.While for the homework, students who had submitted their task to Google Classroom gave notification to the teacher's gmail and students who were late submitted their task would also give notification to the teacher. Therefore,tasks-including the name of the students and name of the task-which have been sent to Google Classroom were not going to be missed by the teacher (picture 5) Advances in Social Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 301 Picture 4. The teacher arranged date and time the due of the task Picture 5. task-which have been sent to Google Classroom were not going to be missed by the teacher ////// Google Classroom was also able to conduct group works. There was an assignment that the teacher asked half of the class to write positive respond letter toward the order letter, and another half to write down negative respond letter. These two letter were discussed to see how the same case was written in a positive way and in a negative way. For example, the students wrote we are going to make sure that your order will be packed safely, and the negative group wrote we cannot guarantee the items will arrive safely if it is not packed using wood.
Google Classroom was also able to give communication between teacher and students. After finish the writing assignment and sending to the teacher, each students got correction of their writing such as missspelling, wrong word choice, grammar, structure which needed a revision. The students were enthusiats doing the revision, since the given correction codes is clear. In addition, extra comment also came, following the the paper which have been checked by the teacher. The motivation comment influenced the students' confidentlike A little bit mistake on your grammar, but overall good job!. Furthermore, giving correction code was also conducted among students. This peer assessing was carried out in order to build students' awareness in writing.
During that one semester, there were five times where distance learning was conducted. By using Google Classroom, the schedule for every topic was managed really good. None of the lesson was left behind. Students got instruction of what they must do and there were materials provided by the teachers to give more information or description about the topic, and for the coming week, the lesson was continued, and there were no questions since the instrucrion was clear. In addition, Google Classroom helps building students' independent or self study and also built students' awareness to read in detail.
For students who were quick, they submitted their writing task earlier, and this was a benefit for the teacher to read, correct, and score it, Assessing was able to be carried out. The process of sending the task to the teacher and teacher returning back to the students together with the score was easy and quick by using Google Classroom. The score was given back to the student personally through the students' Google Classroom account. Most students felt relief that none of their freinds see it.
As a strored of all documents which are students tasks or assigments and scored, teacher can see students' progress in writing, The teacher can compare errors that appeared in the first task with the second task, unti the last task.The students, themselves, were also able to see their own progress in that subject. Therefore, the teacher knew difficulty that usually face or appeared to the students, and the students also aware on their weaknesses. Record of their score will establish their motivtion in learning. Google Classroom helps the teachers in recording the students' task and the score that they have gotten from previous assignment. The teacher compare the students' writing from one writing to the next writing, and by following up students. For the students, they also had their record of their assignment. They saw their assignment together wit h their score which gave them motivation.
This one semester assignment, materials, comment, and score during was saved in the system of Google Classroom, The teacher can refer back to the process of the learning and do some evaluation and then innovation for the next coming English Business Writing class. Teachers and students' weaknesses and strengths in using Google Classroom can be considered to decide a solution.
Discussion
As a Learning Management System (LMS), Google Classroom did build effectiveness and efficiency to the English Business Writing class. Although it gives positive result,there are some points that needs to be considered in using Google Classroom in this class. Science, Education and Humanities Research, volume 301 In the examination, which was mid-test and final-test, the teacher did not use question feature provided by Google Classroom. The test was held using pen and paper, in a class without computer. From the teacher's view, the students need to be tested not only about the form and content of a letter, but also about their tidyness in writing, and about how they organize their ideas since it is somthing that can be deleted directly without leaving a track. Moreover, the test also measure students' spelling, grammar, and structure since there is not automatical grammar checking. Thus, regulet class was used. As Ballew (2017) said that that teachers' perceptions of the technologywere dependent upon their years of experience, grade level assignment, and subject matter
Advances in Social
In implementing technology in the class, teacher must understand fully the technology that is used. If not, it means the identity or the strength of that technology has not implemented yet. As Ballew (2017) said that a research regarding technology in the classroom is categorized unfinished since there is a lack of a clear procedural plan of implementation.As it is known that Google Classroom is supported with Google Drive and Google Doc. The functions of them are more on the filing or document management. Since the teacher's understanding is still less, the teacher downloaded and saved it in microsoft office and created a folder for each name, without using features provided in Google Classroom.
As a writing class, the materials given was in a reading materials. During teacher's explanation about the materials, the students were paying attention on the materials shown on their own screen computer. Interaction where happened only through texts through Google Classroom. Therefore, it was also a reason for the teacher to remember their students' name quick. Not only interaction between teacher and students were less, the interaction among students were also less. Although it is a writing class, the teacher must integrate it with other skills more frequently. Having paper presented in front of the class and together discussed the errors and gave correction code was an excellent idea to bring up speaking skill.
Conclusions
In conclusion, Google Classroom is a Learning Management System that can be applied in Language Department. It brings positive and great result on the process of teaching learning English Business Writing Class.Several benefits are gotten from Google Classroom.Class activities submitted by the teacher and the students are identified easily through notification on their own gmail account. Accessing teacher' instruction and accessing students tasks are easy and quick.It is a best storage of material, assignment, and score that are available anytime. Several activities might conduct in the classroom as whole class task and also group tasks. It is also a tool that support private activity through comment feature. Teacher wrote motivation or support comment and give it back to students' personal Google Classroom account, and it also occurs for the score. Students' score will not be known by the others.
Google classroom comes along with suppoting applications which are Google Doc and Google Drive. Teachers must understand the usedof these two applications since it will give more benefits for the teacher's work. Therefore, Google Classroom is really being used as a whole.
Although Google Classroom is used, teacher's creativity is very important in creating activity where interaction happened among all the students and also in taking decision which activity must use Google Classroom, such as conducting test. Teacher must be wise in using this technology. Actually, all technologies are only supporting tool, and still the teacher who have the big role in the classroom. But overall, byusing Google Classroomin writing class is totally a paper less supporting activity.
